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The occurrence of high-Tc superconductivity in systems including the cuprates and the iron-based
superconductors, is known to coincide with the existence of anomalous normal-state properties which
have been associated with quantum criticality. We argue here that this observation results from the
fact that quantum criticality can allow the occurrence of very-strong-coupling superconductivity by
preventing its suppression due to competing symmetry-breaking instabilities. Treating the electrons
through a large-U ansatz yields their separation into boson quasiparticles which are directly involved
in the formation of these instabilities, represented as their Bose condensates, and charge-carrying
fermion quasiparticles which are affected by them indirectly. Within the critical regime, condensates
corresponding to the different broken-symmetry states are combined; consequently their negative
effect on the pairing of the fermions is strongly diminished, enabling high-Tc superconductivity to
occur. The observed phase diagram of the hole-doped cuprates then derives from a hidden T = 0
quantum phase transition between a Fermi-liquid and a non-Fermi-liquid broken-symmetry striped
state. The pseudogap range within this diagram is found to include two distinct regimes, with
partial pairing occurring in one of them.
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INTRODUCTION
Previous attempts to raise the superconducting (SC)
transition temperature Tc in an effort to achieve high-
Tc superconductivity (HTSC), have been hampered by
the existence of competing symmetry-breaking instabil-
ities [1] (e.g. of the Jahn–Teller type). These are trig-
gered by the coupling of the electrons to phonons or elec-
tronic excitations – the same type of coupling which in-
duces SC pairing – and emerge when the coupling con-
stants become too strong. We will use the parameter
g to represent the typical coupling constant strength.
The symmetry breaking results in opening gaps on the
Fermi surface (FS), thereby reducing the magnitude of
the pairing-strength parameter λ [2]. The breakdown of
time-reversal symmetry, in the case of magnetic instabil-
ities, removes the Kramers degeneracy; this introduces
a further limitation to pairing since the paired electrons
stop being degenerate in the presence of disorder and im-
purities. Thus, a generic behavior of Tc as a function of
the coupling-strength parameter g, in what we refer to as
“conventional” superconductors, is sketched in Fig. 1(a),
where the high and the low symmetry regimes represent
those of the original and the broken symmetries, men-
tioned above.
After the discovery of HTSC in the cuprates, their nor-
mal state was found to be characterized by anomalous
features which are inconsistent with normal Fermi-liquid
(FL) behavior. This includes the linear dependence of
the scattering rates on temperature (T ) or energy (ω)
which has been suggested [3] as characterizing a non-FL
state, known as the “marginal FL” (MFL) state. Similar
features were also observed in the iron-based supercon-
ductors (FeSCs), in which HTSC was discovered later,
and in other SC materials referred to here as “unconven-
tional”. These anomalous features have been attributed
to quantum criticality [4–6], as is happening in magnetic
insulators [5]. In such cases, there exists a T = 0 quan-
tum phase transition under the variation of a parameter
p; for p > pc the ground state is homogeneous while for
p < pc it is of an ordered magnetic state (e.g., an anti-
ferromagnet (AF)) which breaks the symmetry between
different possible spin arrangements and directions. At
the quantum critical point (p, T ) = (pc, 0), and a T > 0
critical regime [5], the quantum state is a complex com-
bination of states with macroscopically different symme-
tries. In attempts to attribute a similar type of phase dia-
gram to the cuprates, p generally represents extra charge
introduced to the parent compound through doping.
The coupling-strength parameter g is generally be-
lieved to be large in the underdoped regime (thus for
small values of p) and small in the overdoped regime
(thus large p). A generic behavior of Tc in such uncon-
ventional superconductors, as a function of g, is sketched
in Fig. 1(b). This demonstrates how the existence of
a quantum critical regime extends the range of values
of g in which Tc can be increased with it, allowing for
HTSC to occur. Note that the boundaries of the criti-
cal regime in Fig. 1(b) are broad, and no phase transi-
tions are expected to take place there; thus the broken-
symmetry regime neighboring it is expected to be of a
short-range/dynamical nature, and a phase transition to
a long-range broken-symmetry state would take place (if
possible) towards T = 0 [5].
A number of theoretical approaches have been pro-
posed in attempts to understand the coincidence between
quantum criticality and HTSC, viewed in Fig. 1(b) [7–
11]. In a recent work by the authors [12] it was shown
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2FIG. 1: A generic curve for the observed behavior of Tc as
a function of the coupling-strength parameter g, for (a) con-
ventional and (b) unconventional superconductors. Solid and
dashed lines represent, respectively, the boundaries of phase
and gradual transitions, at T just above Tc. This schematic
figure could be further modified for specific cases due to the
presence of additional phases.
using a large-U ansatz that even though superconduc-
tivity is suppressed within a symmetry-breaking state,
the fact that the different broken-symmetry states are
combined within the critical regime activates the very-
strong-coupling pairing glue, allowing for HTSC to occur.
This work, referred to as the auxiliary Bose condensates
(ABC) approach, is related to a previous work by one of
the authors [13, 14], where the existence of a combination
state of striped states of different symmetries has been
assumed for the hole-doped cuprates; however, no asso-
ciation was made in that work to the fact that quantum
criticality is the driving force behind the stabilization of
the combination state [5].
FORMALISM
The minimal reduced Hamiltonian necessary to investi-
gate the universal low-energy properties of the cuprates,
is [14] a one-band 2D Hubbard model on a square lat-
tice (unit vectors axˆ and ayˆ), with transfer integrals up
to the third-nearest neighbor (i.e. including the param-
eters t, t′ and t′′). The on-site Coulomb repulsion pa-
rameter U within this band corresponds to the large-to-
intermediate-U regime. A dynamical cluster quantum
Monte Carlo study of a model of this type [15, 16] con-
firmed the existence of a quantum-critical MFL regime,
between the pseudogap (PG) and FL regimes. A related
attempt [10] to prove that the calculated Tc is raised
within the quantum critical regime, was less conclusive
[16]. The theory upon which Ref. [10] is based, assumes
the pairing of electron-like quasiparticles (QPs) due to
their coupling to spin fluctuations. Such QPs correspond
to a FL state and may be expected to describe the heavily
overdoped regime – i.e. the small-g range in Fig. 1(b) –
but it is more doubtful for the lower-doping (i.e. larger-g)
non-FL regimes.
Within the ABC approach [12–14], this Hamiltonian
is treated by the large-U auxiliary-particle method [17]
which should provide a reasonable description of the low-
energy properties of the cuprates within, at least, most
of the doping range where SC occurs. (Hence it may be
excluded within the range of very small values of g in
Fig. 1(b)). Using this approach, QPs are derived on the
basis of auxiliary particles which can be described [13]
as combinations of atomic-like configurations with the
same number of electrons per site, and a constraint must
be imposed [17] to maintain the physical situation of one
configuration per site. Hence beside the cuprates, this
approach is applicable to low-energy excitations in multi-
band systems such as the FeSCs. We apply the existing
freedom to choose configurations corresponding to the
number of electrons per site in the undoped (p = 0) case,
to be bosons – we call these svivons. Those corresponding
to one electron more, or less, per site are then fermions,
called here quasi-electrons (QEs).
In the cuprates, this choice of the statistics of the QPs
corresponds to the “slave fermion” method – not the
“slave boson” method (including the Gutzwiller approxi-
mation) which characterizes most RVB models. However
unlike the mean-field approach within which the above
constraint was generally maintained in previous works,
the ABC approach takes into account the presence of dy-
namical inhomogeneities, and maintains them in a site-
dependent and time-dependent manner. Consequently,
a dynamical field of Lagrange multipliers is introduced
which is equivalent [14] to an additional field of bosons,
called here lagrons. Within a grand-canonical scheme,
the Hamiltonian includes QE–lagron and svivon–lagron
coupling terms which, due to the nature of the constraint,
represent the coupling of electrons to spin, orbital and
charge fluctuations. Thus, works treating the constraint
through a mean-field approximation disregard significant
physical effects due to the coupling of the electrons to
such fluctuations.
Each of these three QPs has a distinct yet major role
in the physics of the system: the svivons are mainly in-
volved in the establishment of spin/orbital/charge inho-
mogeneities, due to their Bose condensation; the doping-
induced fermion QEs are the major QPs behind charge
3dynamics; the lagrons play the role of the coupling
bosons, where their coupling to QEs induces the pair-
ing of the charge carriers, and their coupling to svivons
underlies the symmetry-breaking inhomogeneities.
RESULTS
Theoretical studies [18] on the basis of similar Hamil-
tonians, predict that the interplay between electron hop-
ping and AF exchange in the hole-doped cuprates is likely
to drive the formation of a striped structure. For doping
levels p where SC could occur, such structures have been
observed under special doping conditions, e.g., including
Nd [19], or close to “1/8 anomalies” [20], and their oc-
currence results in a substantial decrease in Tc. They
are characterized by a spin density wave (SDW) of wave
vector:
Qm = Q+ δqm, for m = 1 or 2 or 3 or 4, (1)
where Q = (pi/a)(xˆ+yˆ) is the wave vector of the AF order
in the parent compounds, and δqm = ±δqxˆ or ± δqyˆ are
modulations around Q (typically δq ∼= pi/4a).
Similarly to an ordered state in magnetic insulators [5],
such a striped state breaks the symmetry between differ-
ent possible spin arrangements and directions. Within
the ABC approach, this state corresponds to a Bose-
condensed svivon field whose spectrum has a V-shape en-
ergy minimum k
B
T/O(N) at the points ±Qm/2 [13, 14],
for a possible value of m in Eq. (1), and choice of Q/2
(there are four inequivalent possibilities for choosing Q/2
[14]). Consequently, gaps open up on a part of the QE
and electron FS, and time-reversal symmetry is removed,
resulting (as was discussed above) in the suppression of
SC pairing. This consequence is prevented within a com-
bination state of different possible svivon Bose conden-
sates determined through Eq. (1). Each condensate then
stops being an eigenstate, the svivon energy minima rise
above zero and become parabolic [13], and an overall
time-reversal symmetry is reinstated. The combination
state is generated through svivon–lagron coupling, where
the lagron spectrum has [14] V-shape minima of energy
k
B
T/O(N) at the four Qm points in Eq. (1).
Electron states are convoluted QE–svivon states, hence
their normal Green’s-function matrix Gd is derived [14]
from a “bare” matrix Gd0 due to bubble diagrams of QE
and svivon Green’s functions. However there exists a
significant “dressing” process of Gd0 through QE–svivon
scattering processes induced by an inter-site transfer ma-
trix t˜. (These three matrices are diagonal in the k repre-
sentation). Multiple-scattering introduces a self-energy
correction Σd ∼= t˜(1− Gd0 t˜)−1, yielding:
Gd ∼= (1− Gd0 t˜)(1− 2Gd0 t˜)−1Gd0. (2)
Consequently, the normal-state electron Green’s func-
tions have two types of poles: (i) QE-svivon convolution
introduces a continuity of poles per k state, with maxi-
mal contribution from svivons close to their energy min-
ima, and thus a non-FL-type feature; (ii) the multiple-
scattering dressing term (1 − 2Gd0 t˜)−1 in Eq. (2) intro-
duces one pole per k state, and thus a FL-type feature.
The quantum state of normal-state electrons is therefore
a combination of a FL state and non-FL states of differ-
ent broken-symmetry striped structures, characteristic of
a quantum critical regime [5]. Indeed, the observed crit-
ical regime appears projected from a T = 0 quantum
phase transition which is missing in the presence of the
SC regime. This hidden transition is between a low-p
broken-symmetry non-FL striped state, and a high-p ho-
mogeneous FL state.
Since the broken-symmetry striped states correspond
to svivon condensates, their combination restores a
higher symmetry vis a vis the QEs. The evaluation of
the QE spectrum, and that of the electron, is based on
an adiabatic treatment of the combined states. The re-
sulting QE spectrum [14] includes the AF wave vector
Q as a reciprocal lattice vector, due to averaging over
points Qm in Eq. (1). This is reflected in the existence
of equivalent main and shadow QE bands. The equiv-
alence between these bands is removed in the resulting
electron spectrum, but still both bands exist. Signatures
of the Qm wave vectors are expected to persist in cases
of slow stripes dynamics. The QE spectrum [14] consists
of Brillouin-zone (BZ) areas of flat, polaron like, low-
energy QEs, and an abrupt transition between them and
the higher-energy QE bands in the rest of the BZ. This
feature is reflected in the electron bands through the ex-
istence of kinks close the Fermi level (E
F
) followed by
“waterfalls” further away from E
F
.
For a static striped state (i.e. a SDW) of one of the Qm
wave vectors in Eq. (1), a zero-energy gap opens up at
low T in k points of low-energy QEs, if there are low en-
ergy QEs also close to k+Qm or k−Qm. This results in
a split-peak QE spectral structure around such k points,
and a one-peak QE spectral structure at other low-energy
k points. Within the regime where short-range stripe-
like inhomogeneities exist (which corresponds to the low
short-range symmetry zone in Fig. 1(b)), their effects
are averaged throughout the sample. Consequently, the
traces of the above peak structures are manifested as two
wide QE spectral peaks (“humps”) at a positive and a
negative energy, around the antinodal BZ areas, and a
single peak around the nodal areas. Such a scenario is ex-
pected within the range referred to here as the no-pairing
pseudogap (NP-PG) state of the hole-doped cuprates.
The corresponding QE spectral features are sketched in
Fig. 2(a), and their reflection in the low-energy electron
spectrum in Fig. 2(b).
In contrast to what happens in the NP-PG regime, for
a combination state of striped states of the different Qm
wave vectors occurring within the critical regime (thus
in the MFL state), a coherent combination around the
4FIG. 2: Typical low-energy (a) QE and (b) electron spectral
functions in the NP-NG, MFL,PP-PG and SC states, at nodal
and antinodal points in hole-doped cuprates. The antinodal
QEs are paired both in the PP-PG and the SC states, while
nodal QEs are paired only in the SC state.
antinodal BZ areas results [14] in a three-peak struc-
ture at low-QE-energy k points. On the other hand,
the single-peak scenario prevails around the nodal BZ
areas. The resulting QE spectral features, within the
MFL state, are sketched in Fig. 2(a), and their reflection
in the low-energy electron spectrum in Fig. 2(b). Since
each peak in the QE spectral functions corresponds to
a pole in their Green’s functions, the QE BZ is divided
within the critical regime into two analytically distinct
T -dependent areas, with one pole per k point in one and
three poles in the other.
The derived [14] electron scattering rates Γd(k, ω, T )
are dominated for small and intermediate values of ω
and T by terms of the form:
Γd(k, ω, T ) ' Γd0(k)− Γd1(k)|ω|bT (−|ω|), (3)
where b
T
(ω) ≡ 1/[exp (ω/k
B
T )− 1] is the Bose distribu-
tion function which emerges from the QE–svivon convo-
lution expression. Eq. (3) yields:
Γd(k, ω, T ) '
{
Γd0(k) + Γ
d
1(k)kBT, for |ω|  kBT ,
Γd0(k) + Γ
d
1(k)|ω|, for |ω|  kBT ,
(4)
in agreement with MFL phenomenology [3]. This fur-
ther demonstrates that our description is realistic for a
quantum critical state.
The linear variation of Γd(k, ω, T ) with ω and T is de-
rived from the QE–svivon convolution expression, and
the scattering processes determining it are mostly due to
QE–lagron and svivon–lagron coupling. The coupling of
QEs to lagrons also induces their pairing, under which
the electrons become paired as well. Since, as mentioned
above, the BZ of the low-energy QEs consists (within the
critical regime) of two analytically distinct parts, pair-
ing can occur below different temperatures, Tp and Tc
(Tp ≥ Tc) in the antinodal and nodal areas respectively.
The SC state corresponds to the T < Tc regime. The
Tc < T < Tp regime is referred to as the partial-pairing
pseudogap (PP-PG) state. Note that the range which is
commonly regarded as the PG regime includes here this
FIG. 3: Proposed generic phase diagram for the hole-doped
cuprates, under changing temperature and doping level p.
Solid and dashed lines represent phase and gradual transi-
tions, respectively. Dotted lines represent gradual transitions
in the case that pairing does not occur, or is suppressed. The
acronym SG corresponds to a spin glass.
PP-PG state and also the NP-PG state discussed above.
The QE spectral features in the PP-PG and SC states
are sketched in Fig. 2(a), and their reflection in the low-
energy electron spectrum in Fig. 2(b).
DISCUSSION
The partial pairing around the antinodal BZ areas in
the PP-PG state does not result in supercurrent carrying
Cooper pairs (which requires scattering without break-
ing between different (k,−k) states). Within the PP-PG
regime QE pairs are broken when they are scattered be-
tween the antinodal and the nodal BZ areas, but they are
still expected to introduce a signal of diamagnetism. In-
deed, Nernst-effect [21] and spectral-weight [22] measure-
ments confirm that the commonly considered PG regime
includes a partial range where some pairing occurs (see
discussion in Ref. [23]). In addition to the above, trans-
port [24] and terahertz spectroscopy [25] results confirm
the existence of a range of SC fluctuations above Tc which
does not coincide with either of the above PG states. Tc
could be raised, extending the SC regime on account of
this fluctuations range, by reducing the degree of disor-
der, misfit strains, etc. [26–29].
The resulting generic phase diagram of hole-doped
cuprates is sketched in Fig. 3. In the case that pair-
ing does not occur, or is suppressed, one gets (similarly
to magnetic insulators [5]) a quantum critical point at
(p, T ) = (pc, 0), and a critical regime between the dot-
ted lines in Fig. 3. However, since the establishment of
the PP-PG and SC states requires the combination of
symmetry-breaking states, existing within the quantum
critical regime, the pairing-energy gain in these states re-
5sults in the extension of the critical regime (in the sense of
being characterized by a combination state) into the PP-
PG and SC ranges in Fig. 3. Due to the pairing in these
states, the transitions between them and their neighbor-
ing ranges are phase transitions. For p < pc, pairing
within the PP-PG and SC states can be suppressed under
specific doping conditions [19, 20], restoring the broken-
symmetry non-FL striped state.
The existence of the PP-PG state introduces a modifi-
cation of this phase diagram in comparison to the generic
behavior of unconventional superconductors, presented
in Fig. 1(b). The MFL regime is what remains of the un-
extended quantum critical regime, and consistently with
Fig. 1(b), the transitions between it and the NP-PG (low
short-range symmetry) and FL (high symmetry) regimes
are gradual. A manifestation of the gradual transition
between the MFL and the FL regimes is the observed
crossover between the linear behavior of the scattering
rates (see Eq. (4)) and a quadratic behavior characteris-
tic of a FL. Typically for a gradual transition, remnants
of MFL behavior persist within the normal state in the
overdoped regime [30]. As can be seen in Fig. 3, there ex-
ists a range of the phase diagram where a direct FL–SC
transition occurs. This heavily overdoped regime may
constitute a crossover between the ranges of applicabil-
ity of the ABC approach (under which this transition
traverses the boundary of the extended critical regime)
and of a model of pairing of electron-like QPs in a FL,
due to their coupling to spin fluctuations [10, 31, 32].
Time-of-flight neutron spectroscopy measurements [33]
of the magnetic excitations, throughout the entire dop-
ing regime, confirm a gradual disappearance of signals
related to stripe fluctuations, when p is increased from
the deeply underdoped to the deeply overdoped regime
as predicted here.
Note that the process of coupling of electrons
to spin/orbital/charge fluctuations, represented here
through svivon–lagron and QE–lagron coupling, results
in the striped states and causes pairing when these states
are combined due to quantum criticality. Hence the la-
grons are playing the role of a critical pairing glue which
is activated in the critical regime (extending into the SC
and PP-PG ranges in Fig. 3). It is deactivated in states
of long- or short-range striped/AF structures occurring
within the NP-PG, stripes/SG and AF regimes in Fig. 3
(note that for very low p such inhomogeneous structures
are not characterized by the wave vectors in Eq. (1) [34]),
or under specific doping conditions [19, 20]. Deep within
the FL regime, the assumptions of the ABC approach (in-
troducing QEs, svivons and lagrons as QPs) stop being
valid, and thus this critical pairing glue fades away.
Within the MFL regime in Fig. 3, stripe dynamics are
fast and the short lifetimes of the combined striped struc-
tures yield features which are too broad to be observed
experimentally. This changes when at least a partial gap
opens up in the NP-PG, PP-PG and SC regimes. Indeed,
the existence of fluctuating stripes has been observed in
these regimes using STM [35], and the resulting broken
rotational symmetry through the anisotropic Nernst ef-
fect [36]. The behavior of the fluctuating stripes has been
analyzed by analogy to nematicity in liquid crystals [37–
39]. The existence of such fluctuating SDW structures
implies that experiments measuring timescales shorter
than the stripe dynamics will detect apparent violations
of time-reversal symmetry, while longer timescale experi-
ments will not. Indeed, neutron scattering measurements
[40] seem to indicate such violations within the PP-PG
regime, while Zeeman-perturbed NQR [41] and zero-field
µSR [42] results do not indicate it. For fluctuating stripes
within a combination state, an over-all time-reversal sym-
metry is maintained, and thus pairing is not suppressed.
Similar predictions follow for other unconventional SC
systems, including a quantum-critical regime. The key
feature is that the pairing bosons – which could be of
a similar, or a different, nature to the ones in the hole-
doped cuprates – introduce a symmetry-breaking insta-
bility, and these broken-symmetry states are combined
in the critical regime, restoring symmetry for the paired
QPs. Similar QPs and pairing bosons to those in the
cuprates, are expected for the FeSCs – however they will
be more evolved due to their multi-band nature. Our
theory predicts that the quantum phase transition in
the FeSCs is between a non-FL magnetic state and a
FL state, and that the broken-symmetry states are the
perpendicular-direction SDWs [43] which exist, or almost
exist, in the magnetic state. The expected short-range
order regime in the FeSCs is of nematicity characterized
by both spin and orbital features. In the electron-doped
cuprates, this regime is of short-range AF order.
CONCLUSIONS
Regarding searches for new HTSC systems, the mes-
sage of the present work is that a good place to look for
them is in multi-element compounds and alloys, at the
vicinity of phase transitions, or transitions in the nature
of the electrons around E
F
between large-U and smaller-
U characteristics. This includes Mott transitions, and
transitions in multi-band compounds where large-U elec-
trons could reside at the close vicinity of EF .
The fact that Tc is higher in the hole-doped cuprates
than in the electron-doped cuprates and in the FeSCs,
may be connected with the fact that the degeneracy of
the broken-symmetry states in the hole-doped cuprates
is higher than in the two other systems. Hence they are
striped states specified by four inequivalent wave vec-
tors Qm (see Eq. (1)), rather than by one or two wave
vectors, as in the other systems. This results [14] in
a critical-regime combination of the striped states with
a wider range of low-energy lagrons – in other words,
there is a larger phase space for soft pairing bosons rep-
6resenting spin/orbital/charge fluctuations. A reasonable
conclusion concerning the search for HTSC systems of
a higher Tc than in the hole-doped cuprate, is that the
route to them is through more evolved large-U systems
with a higher degeneracy of symmetry-breaking states.
These states, which are combined in the critical regime,
should be characterized by a larger number of inequiv-
alent wave vectors than the striped states in the hole-
doped cuprates.
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